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WRITING THROUGH A PLACE
A Conversation with Elsa Nekola

ELSA NEKOLA is a writer from Wisconsin. Her fiction appears in Ploughshares,
Witness, Nimrod, Passages North, The Cincinnati Review’s miCRo series, and
other journals. Her debut collection of short stories, Sustainable Living, won the
2020 Spokane Prize for Short Fiction and was published by Willow Springs Books
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in 2021.
Victoria Hulbert and Kacee McKinney are respectively the senior fiction editor
and the fiction editor of Yalobusha Review.

EDITORS: Elsa! Hello! What a beautiful collection of stories. Congratulations on
winning the 2020 Spokane Prize for Short Fiction! So well deserved—we were
wholly enthralled by the world of your stories and the women and girls who live in
them.
ELSA: Thank you so much! I really appreciate it.
EDITORS: It’s clear that the ecological makeup of the Upper Midwest shapes
these stories—from the keen attention to weather shifts and season changes to
your stunning descriptions of landscape, and the way that landscape imposes on
these character’s lives. The title of the collection, as well, suggests a critical
attention to our ecological moment. Can you speak to the influence that ecology—
of living in the region and land about which you write—has had on these stories
specifically, but also on your writing as a whole?
ELSA: Writers who focus on place–whether exterior, physical landscapes or more
interior, domestic spaces–have created a big impact on my writing and shaped my
literary values. I draw influences from fiction and narrative nonfiction about
human relationships with land and wilderness, from A Sand County Almanac
(which I think is required reading for anyone in Wisconsin who takes an
environmental studies class!) to Willa Cather’s prairie novels to the essays of
Wendell Berry.
I also grew up with a lot of physical space around me. When I was a small child my
family lived in the country, in a rented 1860s farmhouse. Then we moved into a
village on the banks of a creek with a population of a little over 200 people. The
village center only had a tavern, a Lutheran church, and an auto body shop, but
luckily, there was a large county park to explore. I went to school in the adjacent
town which, at the time, had a population of a little over one-thousand. I had to
learn, for the most part, to entertain myself, and I believe this helped cultivate my
imagination. Like my mother, who grew up in a cabin in northern Wisconsin, I
spent hours drawing, writing stories, listening to music, and wandering around
outside. Despite the physical space of where I grew up—the farm fields, the long
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country roads, the big sky—my world felt very small. And because there was no
option for external escape, I did so internally, into the fictional worlds of my
characters.
I think about a quote from the introduction of The Selected Stories of Alice
Munro, 1968-1994: “The reason I write so often about the country to the east of
Lake Huron is just that I love it. I am intoxicated by this particular landscape, by
the almost flat fields, the swamps, the hardwood bush lots, by the continental
climate with its extravagant winters… I speak the language.” Munro goes on to say
that she doesn’t feel confined or limited by writing her particular setting: “I don’t
think I’m writing just about this life. I hope to be writing about and through it.”
When I write about the Upper Midwest, I feel that I’m not just writing about a
place but through it, as well. I am attempting to deepen my understanding of the
physical geography, the culture, and the social and ecological history of the place,
the things that I love and the things that trouble me. I have only developed more
appreciation for the region over time–even the winters!–and it is a privilege to
share that through my work.
EDITORS: You seem to have an attraction to the fringes of a person or a place.
Geographically, these stories are all set in a part of this country that is quite
literally on the edge of its borders, but even more so, the characters you write
about are often on the fringe of an already fringe society—we’re thinking about
Tom in “Winter Flame,” Ellis in “White Birch Winter,” or Eva in “River Through a
Half-Burnt Woods,” among others. Why do you find yourself drawn to these kinds
of narratives? What is most exciting to you as a writer about inhabiting a
character who is living, for the most part, on the outside of the people and society
that surrounds them?
ELSA: I’m fascinated by people who take unconventional paths, when the
dominant culture tells them not to. Growing up in a small town, I felt like an
outsider in the community from a very young age. However, the loneliness I felt,
I’m sure, contributed to my empathy, to developing an attention to my
surroundings, and having a creative life. What I’ve also noticed about small town
life in the Midwest is that there is usually someone creative around, someone who
didn’t take a conventional path–but they may not be immediately visible,
especially when you’re a child. My father made a living as a potter. I also make
pottery. Like writing, you don’t make pottery because it’s a lucrative business to
be in–you do it because you can’t imagine doing anything else. Having grown up
around that, I took it for granted. As an adult I realize what an unconventional
https://egrove.olemiss.edu/yr/vol35/iss1/1
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path that is, a path most people would not, or could not, ever consider.
I hope that through my own fiction I’m able to convey that while my characters
face challenges living where they do, they also have deep ties to the particular
landscapes they inhabit. If they face hardship with their family, there is comfort to
be found in the non-human world. Take Coral in the story “Oktoberfest”—she’s
experienced a traumatic event she is struggling to make sense of. She doesn’t feel
comforted by cooking with her aunt—she wants to go outside, go to the woods.
That’s something she can make sense of.
And, you know, even when there is some sense of discontent among characters,
sometimes it’s the outsiders who are actually doing better, all things considered.
For example, in “Winter Flame,” June is struggling with her life and roles as a wife
and mother, while Tom, this newcomer to the town, seems to be living quite
peacefully, and she sort of envies his life, although she doesn’t quite understand it.
In “White Birch Winter,” Kaye tries to inflict her aid on Ellis, but you get the sense
this is more about Kaye and where she’s at in her life than it is about him. Of
course, Ellis is not doing well–his health is declining and he’s experiencing lapses
in memory, he’s living in a somewhat destitute way. But he wants to be left alone,
he prefers to be alone with his paintings because he’s found some peace in that
routine. Flora in “Meat Raffle” doesn’t plan to leave Sauk Island, despite the
environmental risks and the warnings from her daughter. She’s accepted herself
and what makes her happy, even when others haven’t. The characters who
struggle the most, who feel the most shame and like they must apologize for their
lives, are perhaps the ones who still have one foot in mainstream society or have
constraints placed on them by the expectations of others.
EDITORS: Relationships between women—whether familial, sexual, sororal—feels
like the emotional core of most of these stories. Often moving beyond our
culture’s traditional view of mother-daughter relationships, many of these stories
explore alternative forms of mothering—exhibited between characters like the
narrator and her mother, Flora, in “Meat Raffle,” the narrator and Sandra in
“Centering,” and of course, the triangle between Myra, her mother, and Eulea in
“Sustainable Living.” How did your focus on female relationships offer you a
specific way to construct this collection? What about these relationships feels
important for you to get right on the page?
ELSA: I suppose my focus on female relationships, especially mother-daughter
relationships, wasn’t intentional or something I deliberately constructed my
collection around–it’s just what comes out when I write. After I had written
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several stories, I could see where they were thematically linked around those
themes of intergenerational relationships between women. When I started to
become more serious about writing, writers like Marilynne Robinson, Alice
Munro, and Eudora Welty helped me understand that quiet moments could be
even more impactful than explosive or dramatic ones. There is plenty of material
to mine from domestic life, and often there is something strange, uncanny, or a
little dark when you scratch the surface a bit. Housekeeping by Robinson was
influential for me as a writer because up to that point, I hadn’t read something
with such a deeply personal voice, both somber and dreamlike, grounded and
philosophical, with a delivery both spare and poetic. The reader moves through
Housekeeping because of the voice, not necessarily because of the plot. This novel
was my first real lesson in how conveying the quiet inner lives of characters could
be more compelling than action. The sense of mystery, the questions of
spirituality, the attempt to reconcile past family trauma made Ruth a memorable
narrator and gave the book this almost elegiac tone. And here are these women
living in a state of decrepitude, and while together, the isolation, the loneliness is
so palpable. I think about that with my characters–there is usually some attempt
at understanding or reconciliation, with the world and with each other, and in
some cases, there’s the question of, is it even possible?
EDITORS: Related, what elements of midwestern womanhood, or rural
womanhood, did these stories allow you to celebrate, critique or even just pay
closer attention to?
ELSA: As I talked about earlier, there are certain characters who are living on the
margins or the fringes of society, but in many ways, it’s more acceptable for the
male characters to do so because the women just don’t have that choice. And if
they are living on the fringes, something has gone wrong–economically, socially,
spiritually. Many of the women in these stories are accountable to others,
whether it’s spouses, children, or their community. And there are levels of “what’s
allowed” between the female characters, as well. Flora in “Meat Raffle” is an older,
widowed woman whose daughter is grown up and on her own. While she has dealt
with great loss, where she’s at in her life in the pages of the story, she has more
personal possibilities than someone like June in “Winter Flame,” who struggles to
balance work, marriage, motherhood, her own strained relationship with her
mother and sister, and insecurities over her appearance due to a facial scar. June
is trying to be everything all at once, while also attempting to fulfill her own
desires. Flora doesn’t concern herself with trying to be everything at once–her
attitude is more like: I like where I live, I’ll date who I want, thank you very much.
Kaye in “White Birch Winter” escapes an unsatisfying marriage but her first
https://egrove.olemiss.edu/yr/vol35/iss1/1
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inclination is to seek out someone to help, someone to care for. She struggles to
find meaning in her life when she does not feel useful or accountable to someone.
Meanwhile, Kaye’s mother has said to hell with regular society and gone to live on
a commune!
EDITORS: Can you speak a little about your writing process for this collection?
Over how many years were you working on it? When did you know you were
moving away from the writing of disparate short stories to something larger and
more connected?
ELSA: As a setting-oriented writer, I tend to start with a place or character that
interests me rather than plot, and I will imagine a plot or situation around the
place and/or character. In Arctic Dreams, Barry Lopez writes: “The mind, full of
curiosity and analysis, disassembles a landscape and then reassembles the pieces–
the nod of a flower, the color of the night sky, the murmur of an animal–trying to
fathom its geography. At the same time the mind is trying to find its place within
the land, to discover a way to dispel its own sense of estrangement.” A landscape,
he writes, is simultaneously larger than our mind can grasp but still knowable. I
don’t have much of a science background, so sometimes I am limited in my
understanding of the environment I write about. There are many aspects of it that
are beyond my comprehension. At the same time, my challenge as a writer is
disassembling something large and unfathomable and reassembling the pieces
into something that I feel I can communicate and make sense of, and expressing
these thoughts, feelings, and ideas through my characters.
As far as a story draft itself, I typically don’t write a full draft from beginning to
end. I am just not that efficient, or a very linear thinker. I tend to write in scenes,
and over time and lots of redrafting I’m able to figure out how they might fit
together, and a theme starts to emerge that gives the story some life. I usually let
my writing sit for a while between revisions, because I find that a little bit of time
is necessary to see the piece with any sort of objectivity. I have let some drafts sit
for a couple of years before I’m able to go back and finish them! It’s usually
because I know something now about how to finish the draft that I didn’t know
before, which only comes with a lot of reading and writing practice. I would say I
worked on these stories over the course of four or five years. And of course, I have
folders full of writing that didn’t make it into the collection, that I just consider my
practice on the way to getting to a better story.
There’s also, of course, some influence on my writing from whatever I’m reading at
the time. For example, when I was working on “Then I Will No Longer Be Me, but
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the Forest” I was a little influenced by The True Deceiver by Finnish writer Tove
Jansson, and I had been reading about labor history surrounding copper mining in
the Upper Peninsula of Michigan. Although the stories that made it into
Sustainable Living are more on the somber side, two of my favorite novels about
the Midwest are Main Street by Sinclair Lewis and The End of Vandalism by Tom
Drury, which are very funny. Carol Bly, a short story writer who was from
Minnesota, is also funny in an understated way. These writers are able to both
scrutinize and celebrate small town life, and have served as such good models for
me as I think about my own writing.
EDITORS: Did any of the stories in Sustainable Living surprise you in the way they
may have changed in revision? Were there any stories that appeared to you fully
formed? Were there any that felt impossible to write until they didn’t?
ELSA: Nothing I’ve ever written appears fully formed—I wish that it did! Yes,
“Meat Raffle” was one of those stories I thought I’d never get right. I’m still not
sure it’s right, but I felt I took it as far as I could. I had written many versions of the
story, spanning back years. Earlier versions had a sister character and a brotherin-law, a missing dog, and took place during the flood rather than in the aftermath.
None of those things were working, and the story went through several overhauls.
The idea to add a meat raffle came much later. The only consistent thing was the
setting of the island, which is loosely based on Blackhawk Island in Wisconsin. I
knew I wanted to write about the Midwestern floods of 2008. So much was
happening then, not just the floods but the recession as well. It was important to
me to convey the resilience of these communities and that even years after these
floods, there are still restoration efforts happening—the damage isn’t something
that just goes away overnight. “White Birch Winter” is another story that I almost
abandoned a number of times, but there was something about the relationship
between Ellis and Kaye that I kept wanting to explore. Why would someone take it
upon themselves to move up north and start hanging out with their ex-stepfather?
What happens when you put these two very lonely people, from different
generations, together? The story is also a bit formally different than some of the
others; it has more of a vignette style with shorter scenes, which I think mirrors
Kaye’s scattered, displaced frame of mind, and I wanted to figure out how to use
this style effectively to tell this particular story. “River through a Half Burnt
Woods” was a story I felt very strongly about getting right, because there was a
feeling and tone I wanted to convey throughout the story, so while I was polishing
the language and structure of the piece, I still wanted to allow the sense of longing,
confusion, and betrayal to come through in an organic way. I think I came up with
the ending in an early-ish draft and knew I wanted to keep it. Then I had to build
https://egrove.olemiss.edu/yr/vol35/iss1/1
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toward that ending. With other stories, I don’t have a sense of the ending until
much later.
EDITORS: It seemed as if many of these characters existed in the same world, if
not the same town. Do you consider Sustainable Living to be a linked collection? If
so, was this a conscious choice during the writing of these stories, or did that
decision come later when you were shaping the collection as a whole?
ELSA: It’s not explicitly linked, though I do think it’s thematically linked. And
several of the stories take place in the same “world” of White Birch, which I
imagine to be a lake town in the northwoods of Wisconsin with a small year-round
population and a sizable summer population. So, you will see some storylines that
are specific to that kind of setting, such as the couple who owns a resort,
friendships and friction between locals and tourists, or people working seasonal
jobs. I found this setting so compelling that I kept wanting to revisit it, while also
leaving room for stories that take place elsewhere, such as the Upper Peninsula of
Michigan or even southern Illinois.
EDITORS: Related, what made you decide that “Sustainable Living” was your
titular story? What places that story at the center of the collection for you?
ELSA: I workshopped the story in a class with Melissa Ginsburg, and at the time, it
had a placeholder title. There’s a section in the story that goes: “I wrote letters to
the post office near Sienna’s intentional community, in case my mother happened
to be there. Going off the grid, my half-sister had called it. Sustainable living. I
didn’t know what she was sustaining, other than discomfort, misery.” Melissa
rightly suggested that “Sustainable Living” would make a better title for the story
than what I had. I ended up feeling that the title encompassed several themes
within the whole collection, as it represents this idea of women trying to figure out
how to sustain themselves amidst hardship or difficult relationships, while also
suggesting a focus on, or attention to, the environment.
EDITORS: What are you working on currently? What is getting you excited in your
writing right now?
ELSA: I am in the early stages of writing and revising some stories that I hope will
make it into my next story collection. I love working in the short story form. Once
again, some of the stories take place in White Birch, while some take place in
other rural areas in the upper Midwest. Someday, I would also like to spend all
four seasons on Lake Superior and see how that influences my writing. I am not
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done writing about this very special region. I’ve only just gotten started!
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I, CASSAVA
Akhim Alexis
Finalist for the 2021 Barry Hannah Prize in Fiction

In the late 70’s and early 80’s a commune called Hell’s Valley was active in the
north coast of Trinidad, where a group of people identified as The Earth People,
settled and were guided by their leader, Mother Earth.
Published by eGrove,
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Who is I?
I is Cassava.
Before I name Cassava I name Michael, but once I join Hell Valley, Mother Earth
tell me I have to pick a new name, a fruit or root name, and I couldn’t choose either
of the two fruits I love, Breadfruit and Pineapple, because the skinny bald-head
fella who always smoking grass under the palm tree already take the name
Breadfruit, and one of Mother Earth children who she make under the roof of the
wooden cocoa house was name Pineapple, so I say I go take the name Cassava. I is
part of The Earth People for two years now, since 1980. Plenty Rasta’s like me join
after they see how the country going downhill with corruption and spiritual decay,
how the government don’t really care about we poor black people, how the
churches thieving from the small man and the banks giving loans to the big man,
and all this madness taking place under Man’s eye, so Mother Earth was making
plenty sense when she tell we how she is really God, how she is the primordial
mother, because a man can’t be God and operating like poison on his own earth.
So when I see Mother Earth and she crew marching down Port-of-Spain fully
naked, and fighting with the police while they getting dragged off the street, I say
it have something powerful to that, them people must have real belly to go
through with that, and watch how the police terrorizing them for nothing. Is only
when I join The Earth People myself I realize how the state really target we and
wanted to destroy we, people of the earth. Every year, after we march through the
streets, they would send police to raid we settlement. They would send social
workers to take we children away from we, they would remove well fed, well
taught, healthy children and send them to an orphanage. But Mother Earth teach
she children how to resist like warriors, so one time when the social workers come
and take her son, Mango, he escape from the children’s orphanage and walk all the
way back to Hell Valley, cross highways, cross gullies, through the dense bush and
tall proud immortelle trees and walked up the mountain back home. Around that
same time Prime Minister Eric Williams did ups and dead, just like that. That give
we a small ease up, because while the country was mourning for the Father of the
Nation, they wasn’t studying we, so for months we live at peace and plant we
sweet potato, dasheen, yams, pumpkin, ginger, lime, sugar cane, tea leaves,
plantain, grapefruit, anything you could think of we make grow in Hell Valley. My
secular mother, the one who “birthed” I, she name was Perline, and she come
down town to look for I after all the years she spend in Canada working for god
knows who, and when she spot I in the settlement she hold she head and bawl,
“Micheal what is this? Why you naked! What happened to you? Get your mind
https://egrove.olemiss.edu/yr/vol35/iss1/1
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together and stop frolicking around with these backward niggers, running around
naked and senseless. I never grow you up like that. Look at how my own son turn
useless and rotten.” I just watch she and laugh because the system already take
she soul, she is a big shot now, what she come to look for me for? When she leave
to go Canada she just leave me by my aunt with nothing, only sending money for
me that my aunt was taking a cut out of to by shoes and cigarettes. I didn’t pass
any common entrance exam so I had to take up small work, cut some grass here
and there, do some construction here and there. But love and support? I only get
that here in Hell Valley from my brothers and sisters of the earth and from
Mother Earth sheself. When my mother see I laughing she get more mad, start to
cry outside the settlement, so Breadfruit and Coconut and some others start to
pelt she with dry mango seeds, and then Mother Earth sheself start to cuss, “You is
one of those women who like to worship the white man’s god eh, yes I seeing it
from the dryness in your skin and the shakiness of your tongue! Why you don’t
move your dutty stinking self from in front the Devils yard and go worship the
white god. Why you don’t move!” and I watch as Perline look Mother Earth in the
eye, woman to woman, then turn to watch me and say, “I not coming to look for
you again Michael, you on your own now,” and I get up off the stone bench and say
“Woman, I name Cassava, Michael is the white man’s name, I come from Mother
Earth!” My mother watch I like I lose all my marbles, then turn and walk down the
hill. But that didn’t do I nothing because I know I was safe here in Hell Valley. Here
in Hell Valley where we build huts and boasted almost every Trinidadian plant you
could think of, here in we own little Eden we was living in the beginning of the end.
And as we start to get stronger, some Rasta’s from far-far south come to inspect
Mother Earth, they wanted to know if she was really the Divine Mother, but when
they reach up in Hell Valley they meet a reckoning of nature herself, as Mother
Earth rise up in vexation and start to mash them up with she mouth, “Men coming
up here to inspect me? To inspect me? The true God? It have no man on this earth
with the authority to command or bless my dominion! None!” She called upon the
three Rasta men and said “You my children welcome to The Valley of Decision. I
am the Mother of Africa and India, I am Nature in all her turmoil and glory, I am
Mother Earth!” and immediately the three men kneel down in front Mother, it was
almost like they could see the power glowing from she brown oily skin, the rolls of
fat cascading down her belly and thighs like landslide, her dreadlocks tough like
fisherman rope, standing up to the front of the settlement looking at these four
Rasta men like the President waiting for a trip from foreigners, that day they knew
for sure that she really was the divine Mother Earth, manifestation of true God,
but opposition to biblical god, because if the biblical god was ‘right’ then Mother
Earth was ‘left’, so yes she was God, but God as in serpent of Life and Nature, and
when they heard the word serpent they knew why she called the place Hell Valley,
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because if she was God in opposition to the white man’s god, she must be the
Devil, they just didn’t say it because she rejected that outright. To her she was no
Devil, that didn’t exist, that was false doctrine. But as breeze blow, power swing
low, and she start delegating tasks to members, giving them small pockets of
authority. Grapefruit get to be in charge of teaching and cultivating the minds of
the children, Apple was the organizer of all the prayers and marches, and Mango
was in charge of spreading the word to other people. And just like a child asking
about the origin of waves, people start asking about the origin of Mother Earth,
the problem was the people who was asking them questions was the same people
she did trust to carry out she orders. Apple was the main instigator, always asking
“So what if Mother Earth dead now, who in charge?” And nobody don’t want to
answer that question, so everybody just brush him off like sand-fly, but it was
always in the back of we mind. Who really go be in charge? What we supposed to
do when she gone? Because you could see it, the slowness in her walk, how she
was holding on to things just to climb a step, how she would complain about belly
pain when she finish eat. She was wilting. So no surprise then when a group of Hell
Valley members decide that if Mother Earth can’t heal she-self, then she really is
not no powerful divine Mother of nothing, and so what we have here is an
organization and organizations does ask people to retire, so Mother Earth should
retire and put them in charge of carrying on Hell Valley. I never see chaos erupt so
in my life, for weeks it had argument and quarrelling, some people even leave and
make they own little settlement down the road. But nobody could see what was
coming, not at all. It was three months ago on an early morning that I start to smell
the smoke. When I rise I see plumes of blackness just running up to the sky,
coming all the way from the front of the settlement, I thought the beginning of the
end did reach, so I put my hands in the air and just start to shout “MOTHER! Is we
time now!” But one of them small children run beside I and bawl out “Fire!
Cassava, run man run.” So I run like crazy, pass the burning huts and small wooden
house Mother Earth was staying in, and join the rest of the members in the road to
watch the whole thing burn down to ash and dust. Mother Earth sit down across
the street near the pavement and cry and cry and cry like one of she own children
dead, but nobody didn’t die, it was just the death of togetherness. Because the
next day an exodus of members leave the settlement, at least half of them follow
Apple to wherever he went and leave the rest of us behind, leave us on burnt
ground with a sick Mother, holding on to she life. And one night I lay down next to
she and she was struggling to breathe, talking in half sentences, and she say “My
name. You know it?” and I watch she sideways, suspicious, because I wondering if
it is some kind of test. So I say “Yes, your name is Mother Earth” and she hold my
hand and say “Yes, but my real name. My name is Jeanette. Tell them that when
they ask.” But I was confused. “When who ask? Mother what you saying? Tell
https://egrove.olemiss.edu/yr/vol35/iss1/1
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who?” But like she did start to drift off, and the next day she dead stiff in her sleep,
quiet-quiet like the movement of sand from shore to ocean bed, she just depart
the earth, the same earth she claim to own. Just like that. And I don’t know who
call the police but it had a big crowd in the street that morning, and a man in a suit
come with some people in all white and gloves to take she naked body from the
makeshift cardboard bed she was on, and then the man in the suit ask we “What is
her name?” and everybody say Mother Earth, she name is Mother Earth, but the
man in the suit turn up his nose and squeeze his forehead like he frustrated, so he
ask again “I would like to know the name of this lady please, her proper name.” So I
walk up to him and say, “Jeanette, she name Jeanette.” and he ask I how I know
that, and I tell him that she tell I last night, “She say to tell them her name is
Jeanette, then she went and sleep.” But the man only look half relieved, because
he say she doesn’t seem to have a last name, so he mark down Jeanette in big
letters in his notebook and left with the body.
But that was three months ago, I here now recruiting new members, because I in
charge. Yes, when the members realize that Mother Earth tell I she real name,
everybody decide I was the new divine. So I running the thing now. Although we
still sleeping on burnt wood and loose sponge, I already recruit five new members,
young and strong and fed up of corruption and lies. I Cassava going and bring back
The Earth People, and this time they go know where they come from. I Cassava go
teach them about Mother Earth and make Hell Valley everything she wanted,
because I know the time coming and she go be waiting to see who was loyal, from
the beginning to the end.

AKHIM ALEXIS is a writer from Trinidad and Tobago who holds an MA in
Literatures in English from the University of the West Indies, St. Augustine. He is
the winner of the Brooklyn Caribbean Lit Fest Elizabeth Nunez Award for Writers
in the Caribbean. He was also a finalist for the Barry Hannah Prize in Fiction and
the Johnson and Amoy Achong Caribbean Writers Prize. His work has appeared
or is forthcoming in The Rumpus, The McNeese Review, Transition Magazine,
Chestnut Review, Juked, Obsidian: Literature and Arts in the African Diaspora,
Gordon Square Review, Welter, No Contact, JMWW, Moko Magazine, The
Caribbean Writer, and elsewhere.
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EVERGREEN
Hayden Casey

She watches Ben kneel and sink his index finger into the soil of the date palm, his
eyes narrowed in focus, as if feeling it for a pulse. Two years ago, he’d told her he
felt like he was moving into a nursery—setting his U-Haul boxes beside the thick
https://egrove.olemiss.edu/yr/vol35/iss1/1
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bases of pots, tucking his books behind shelved plants, stepping around floorcoils
of vines—but now she watches him tend the things with care, with something
approaching love. Trim dead undergrowth with the thick kitchen shears, measure
and level fertilizer with a plastic teaspoon. Check the moisture of the soil with
practiced indices. She watches him look back at her, smile. Still all right, he says,
before he stands and moves to the next.
*
Things, for now, feel OK. Comfortable: he waters the plants rotely, but pleasantly.
But she’s long been afraid. Plants are precarious, finicky things—just when you
think they are happiest, they begin to wilt. Three months ago, he told her he felt
something was missing in his life, in their relationship, and her feet have felt
eggshelled ever since. It has loomed over her, the Something. She wanted to
scream, cry, pull herself apart: What is it that I don’t have, what is it that you need
that I can’t provide? He spent longer hours in his bedroom-converted-into-office
on the weekends, went for longer solitary drives; she only knew he was back when
she heard his music, his Frank or Erykah, falling out his open car windows. She
imagined his slow walk up the steps, his hesitation at the landing, his glance over
the railing to the parking lot below, the palms and hazes of clouds in the distance,
his one-two-three count before he twisted he key in the lock, like he’d found that
Something somewhere out there and was making the choice now to leave it
behind, to lock himself inside their apartment without it. She’s dreamed of their
inevitable end again and again, woken with stones of regret in her throat, clutched
at him like he was inflatable. He was still here, still here.
*
While she’s at work, a few days later, he finds one of her short stories. She’d
printed it, left it out in the open—silly mistake. Erin, he says when she gets home—
somehow breathless and booming, like she’d filled his lungs and punctured them
simultaneously—you never told me you wrote stories, this is amazing. He turns
the pages, ginger as scripture, and says God, this is it, this is the Something. More,
more, c’mon, there’s got to be more. Print more for me. He’s still at her desk, in the
corner of the kitchen, beaming. She hasn’t forgotten the something, she’s thought
about it every day since, but to hear it aloud again stung like salt in a cut.
*
They have, for the first time since the early days, really great sex; he is ravaging,
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relentless. But his eyes, she thinks, keep wandering to the bedside table, where
he’s set his phone, and beneath it, the short story. Or else it’s a trick of the moon,
an untoward flicker of the TV light. He snores afterward, a light purr of a sound, as
he does when he’s exhausted.
*
In the morning he holds the story over his bowl of cereal, eyes gliding through
lines of print as he crunches. I should be bothered, he says, because you’ve kept
this from me for so long. But I’m just so happy I’m being let in on it. Feels like a gift.
She had never called herself a writer; she’d chosen a different path, only rarely let
her creative impulses out, on weekends when Ben was away for meetings or
trainings. She had forgotten the shiver-slick way it felt to have his attention. He
quotes one of the lines—one of her lines—and she winces in misery; it’s torture to
hear them read back. I mean, he says, come on, how good is that. You have more,
don’t you?
*
He turns to her, in the late hours of another night—when she thinks he’s asleep
and she’s listening to his cycles of breathing, watching his hands folded across his
sternum, tracking the fissures in his knuckles lit by fractals of streetlight—and
says, eyes lit with wonder, What else have you been hiding from me?
*
She had been surprised he’d wanted to see her again after their first date. She’d
noted, she thought, the precise moment at which the light had left his eyes, the
exact second he’d lost interest. Tried to figure out which preceding hobby or
opinion had turned him off, or perhaps she’d smiled too wide or laughed too loud.
Thought of his goodbye kiss as a reluctant thing. Turned it over as she fell asleep,
felt the last buzzing traces of the cocktail leaving her system.
In the morning she saw his text, and she left it unopened, turned the screen on and
off, allowed its buoyant light to hit her again and again.
*
In the early months of the relationship with Ben, her friend Claire, across the tophttps://egrove.olemiss.edu/yr/vol35/iss1/1
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heavy bar table, limeless stir stick in her left hand, said: I don’t know how you
landed him. And Erin nodded, feverish, because Claire was right. He’s
unspeakable. One of those people who attracts admirers everywhere he goes,
leaves legions of shiny-eyed new admirers behind. She’s long known her luck, and
she’s been waiting for him to wake up and blink the fog out of his eyes and realize
it too, to say, This isn’t where I’m supposed to be, and take flight. Any day, now.
*
The next time she saw Claire, across a different bar table nearly a year later—
Claire had often, since the start of their friendship, drifted out of touch for long
periods—Claire asked, Are you seeing anyone? and Erin said, Still Ben, and she
reveled in the look in Claire’s eye, the sheer unfathomability, and she held onto
the look for a long time, wielded it in her mind like a slick power. It wasn’t a victory
against Claire, per se, but a victory against the world: the unimaginable thing she
had was working, it was lasting. She and Ben were good together, they were a
good fit. She wants to say it over and over again.
Her mother had walked out on her father when she was a senior in high school.
Her sister had caught her husband with another woman’s breast in his mouth. She
needed to believe that what she had spent her life chasing, and finally believed she
had pinned down, could be real. And so she clung.
*
She runs another story off, on the office printer, a few days later. One at a time,
from the archive; low doses. Last night he read the first story before bed,
muttered lines to himself, quiet, incomprehensible. She fell asleep to his soft
murmurs: I’m delirious, he said, this is the best thing I’ve ever read. This morning
she noticed the story hadn’t even made it to the nightstand when he finished; she
got up to shower and he lay there, on his back, the story beneath his clasped
hands, flat against his chest like it was snuggling up against him. In the middle of
the night she’d woken in shivers, pulled the blankets higher. Pulled them in like a
limb, like a body. Do you still love me? she whispered in his direction. He shifted in
his sleep, rolled onto his side, his arms still clutching the story like they were
straitjacketed there.
*
A third story, now, sent to the office printer. She doesn’t want to think about what
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happens when she runs out, what Ben will become. In the morning, she’d lifted the
second story to wipe beneath it, and Ben leapt at her like she was trying to steal it.
She hasn’t written a new one in months, but eventually, she knows, he will need
something new. On her way to the pick up the copy from the printer, her boss
stops her at the door: What’s this? he asks, clutching her story in his right hand. He
flips through it with cigarette-darkened fingers, smiles at her with stained teeth.
Straightens his tie, hands the stack over to me. Doesn’t look like invoices, he says.
She fears termination—it’s happened for lesser reasons here—but he says nothing
further, lets her walk back to her desk.
*
When she enters the apartment, he is looking at her like a dog that smells meat.
She lingers in his gaze for a moment before she hands him the story, and he
immediately takes it to the couch. He has been neglecting the plants—the leaves
are beginning to curl and brown at the ends, the new growths yellowing. His feet
propped on the opposite chair, the spilled-ink tattoo spiraling his ankle, the slight
hunch of his shoulder as his head cranes toward the open faces of pages—he is a
man in love. Her soul splits open for him.
I was going to go to school for it, she says. For writing.
He doesn’t look up from the page; she wonders if he is listening.
But that was when Mom got sick, she continues. She was so sick.
He laughs, at something on the page; she knows he is not hearing her.
So I couldn’t go, she says. But I keep trying. I don’t know if I can ever stop trying.
He flips the page; she goes into the bathroom, lingers there, sighs into the sink.
*
Claire would hold her, pull her hair back, feed her bites of ice cream from the
carton; she would help her through. But with a gleam in her eye, a smug sense of
victory, because Claire had been right all along, hadn’t she?
*
https://egrove.olemiss.edu/yr/vol35/iss1/1
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On Valentine’s Day, the next weekend, he wakes early, rises from the bed, goes
into the other room, rummages around in the kitchen—he hasn’t forgotten, she
thinks, they aren’t in a state of dissolution. She is tired—she was up late writing a
new story for him. She rolls over, allows herself to fall into a blissful half-sleep,
figures he will wake her when he is ready. She sits up at 11:30, realizes he still
hasn’t come. Pads into the kitchen, finds him at the desk in the corner where she
works, a bag of King’s Hawaiian rolls open at his side, half of them gone—his jaw
moves in slow motion, crushing the same bit of bread again and again. His fingers
are perched over her computer’s trackpad, the document of her stories open in
front of him. She doesn’t know how he got the document—whether she’d left it
open in the night, whether he’d broken his way in. Tears, she notices, are pooling
in the hollows of his eyes, bubbling over onto his cheeks.
Morning, she croaks, blinking back tears of her own.
He can’t just do that to her, he says. It’s not fair.
She knows exactly the story he is talking about; she had been saving it for last, not
because it was the best, but because it felt like the end. Because she knew it was
coming, the clean cleave of it, when she had exhausted all other options and had
only one last offering, and there was nothing else for him to take, nothing else that
interested him. He had picked her bones clean.
He steps over the pothos vines, the yellowed crisps of their leaves, on his way into
the bathroom. The faucet runs—he is washing his face, wiping it clean, scrubbing
the emotions away. She used to love the faraway sounds of him. Wanted to hear
them forever, to keep them there.
*
She prints everything she has for him, at Kinko’s, slams a heavy duty stapler
through the corner. He’d barely relinquished her computer from his grip, at the
corner desk, till she talked him down with promises of printing. Her eyes are
heavy, foggy—she only caught a few hours of sleep, after finishing a new story for
him. She is beginning to think of him more and more as deranged. Fuck it, she
figures, he can have them. If her hold on him is going to give, let it come crashing
down.
But she doesn’t quite anticipate, in the coming days and weeks, the sheer degree
to which he recedes into the pages. The snake plant, which is supposed to be the
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easiest for them to keep alive, begins to sour; a few of its stakes bend in half, flop
over onto the rim of the pot. He begins to raid their supply of packaged ramen; she
comes home to find its nuclear yellow powder on the tiles, bowls crusted with
dried broth in the sink. He stops showering, begins to smell like he has long been
dead; the pages of the manuscript begin to yellow and crease from the sweat in his
hands.
On the fourth straight day, when the soft red T-shirt he hasn’t taken off has begun
to darken with pit stains, when he’s piled the sink with dishes and scribbled words
across the manuscript pages, her tenor changes. She’s looked over his shoulder,
tried to read the markings, but they are indecipherable, scratchings more than
words, long stretching lines spread along the margins. No longer is she interested
in the spectacle of it, how long he could keep it going, how long he could survive. It
becomes solely sad, lonely: the thing she has fought so hard to keep alive is cut off
at the roots.
It’s like I’m not even here, she says.
I’m sorry, he says, I’m falling in love.
But you don’t show it, she says.
Not with you, he says, eyes soft and distant. Strokes the top page manuscript, its
neat, clean edge.
But the writing is me, she says.
No, he says. It’s not.
At the end of the packet she printed is the newest story, finished in the early hours
of the morning. She watches with dread as he gathers the pages, detaches them
from the packet. Not as good, he says. Feels rushed. The pages flutter to the
ground, fold over each other like leaves.
She meets him on the couch, extends her hand. His eyes shoot up to hers,
narrowed, like he knows what she is going to try.
Give them back, she says. She puts a hand on the manuscript, attempts to pull it
from his hands.
https://egrove.olemiss.edu/yr/vol35/iss1/1
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His eyes brim with anger. No, he says. Strengthens his grip, till his knuckles are
white, pulls it right back toward him. Looks at her like an enemy, stalks off to read
in peace. She stays on the couch, sets her hand at the imprint of his body, the
cushion still warm. She scoots into his former spot, sits in the stink of him there.
Hears him turn a page from down the hall.
*
He’s a light sleeper, so her task is difficult, but not impossible. She waits till his
eyes dart back and forth behind his lids, till she knows he’s in REM; looks at the
manuscript curled on his chest, as always. The middle of the bed is so cold. She
extricates the pages, slides them out slowly from under his forearms. He shifts at
one point, and she thinks she’s been found out, but his eyes go back to their
darting.
In the living room, she rolls the pages into a cylinder, as if to wrap them in a rubber
band. Instead, she fills the watering can all the way up and tucks the manuscript
into the hole at its top. Watches the pages soak, relax. Watches the double-spaced
type, and his ink scrawlings across the rearmost page, loosen and disappear into
the water. Only the bottom half of the manuscript will be wet, but she can flip it
later. She is killing his darlings, and her own too.
She looks around at all the dying plants: such tenuous hands she had put her trust
into. She has written loving onto his basic functions—coming home, watering
plants, cooking meals—and has wrangled him into a loving creature; her eyes are
tired from straining to see him in that light. In the morning, when she and Ben
wake, she will tell him what has to happen, where he has to go. She will wait for
him to come back to himself, and she will wait for him to see her. She thinks she
hears him stirring, now, in the bedroom. Shuffling, feeling around for Something.

HAYDEN CASEY is a writer, musician, and MFA candidate at Arizona State
University. His fiction has appeared in Witness and Bat City Review and his music
can be found at haydencasey.bandcamp.com.
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DOE
Alayna Becker

It’s hunting season in the woods where my girlfriend and I live, outside our tiny
green cabin in Mississippi. We’re tucked between a pine thicket and marshy
hardwoods, beside a lake where fat catfish pace the rusty bottom. Thick vines
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hang from bare trees, moss carpets the lowland beside the creek until out on the
ridge, a half mile back following the winding creek past where it dries, the land
opens out to an expanse of toasted grass turned gold in the winter sun.
Around a big full moon bonfire my girl’s dad asks my biggest fear. This is him trying
to get to know me, I think, or he’s testing me. I’m not sure whether to answer
honestly. Beneath his camo Stihl hat, I meet his eye, flickering amber. His face is
my girl’s face, but bearded and sun-weathered. Same high cheekbones, same
honey eyes, even the same shaggy slicked back haircut and denim shearling jacket.
Men in the woods, I answer him like a joke, the only way to say true things.
Another true answer would be: you.
He tells me up north is where the bad guys really are, all the serial killers, the
militias in Portland, he points out. Here in Mississippi, I’m safe with him. He offers
to pay for gun classes. Despite missing the point, I’ll take him up on it.
I walk in the woods by myself every day and try to convince myself I am alone.
Beneath a canopy of mockingbirds and mourning doves, I drink in the winter sun, I
want to believe I am safe. The copper leaves shake like coins in the wind, then
somewhere, a branch breaks.
Here, the men hide in blinds built up in the trees or in camo tents, invisible until
you meet the eye of the barrel pointed in your direction.
When the election results are certified, the good news we’d been forced to wait
for, her dad takes me out into the field to shoot a 12-gauge shotgun. He stands
behind me, a Bud Light in one hand, his other, over mine, showing me the safety.
I aim at the open sky and fire. I love it more than I expect. The kickback shocks me
into my body, I feel my blurred edges, where I meet the world. A place I am not
used to occupying all the time yet, even now. I shuck it and fire again.
In Mississippi, if you’re hunting with a shotgun, you’re looking for a buck. It’s the
law as I’m learning it. To decide if a buck is old enough, you look it right in the face,
to the tip of his alert ears and measure his antler against them. If the antler ends at
the ear, he’s legal.
Doe used to be illegal to hunt except for one day a year. It was the busiest hunting
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day of the season. Men in trucks, bent necks trail blood from their beds.
In Mississippi, baiting a deer is a crime but giving a girl too much to drink is almost
love. You won’t be able to prove either in court.
If you’re shot in the woods, they’ll ask what you were wearing.
In front of our cabin, he pounds a spike in the ground with a mallet, and I follow
with a daffodil bulb. I learn he is afraid too. He covers the holes with earth, and I
pat them down with my feet.
He has learned to wear camo and keep quiet. He says he can’t be himself around
them the way he can around us, his girls. In the spring, he says, 5,000 bulbs will
bloom, and the lake will glow gold.
To be a deer, you must know fear and live anyway.
Every night, dark falls and then a small herd of doe appears to gnaw at the fresh
wintergrass outside our front door. When I see them, I sit at the window to watch
their little quiet mouths. Last night, a fawn got closer to the glass than she meant
to, met my eye, froze, and fled into the dark.

ALAYNA BECKER is an essayist and comedian living between Oregon and
Mississippi. Her work has been featured in the Shout Your Abortion anthology,
Pacifica Literary Review, Manifest Station, and others. She is the managing editor
of Moss and is at work on her first collection, Bad Trick List. Find more work at
alaynabecker.com.
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PA-LA-LA-LA
Juliet Gelfman-Randazzo

here I am knocking on the door of the polly pocket house
like thwack thwack thwack, my hand ping ponging off the knocker
because it is all made of rubber! no one can hear me banging.
someone arrives and I enter. it is my best friend
and she is also a polly pocket, just like me. we have gooey shoes that make us tall!
except we are still tiny. a giant hand floats out the window, on the lawn.
the rug lawn. shag grass. I think, I have to pee, but I don’t, because I’m a doll
and I have no parts to pee or poop. my best friend and I are having a blast!
we are putting different outfits on and trading purses. our arms are charging
up and down, because those are the only directions they can go. we keep trying to
hug
but our arms don’t work that way. so we don’t hug! we walk on the plastic. a hand
comes and picks us up, and now we are over here. on the rug. on the grass. we
know
where we are and we know how we got here but that does not make it any less
strange.
suddenly we are far apart and I can’t see my best friend over the tufts of lawn.
there is a large rock. there is a big bone. a part of an animal carcass!
the large hand picks up the bit of bone and takes it somewhere else. I hear a loud
rumbling sound
like five rocks grinding together. my best friend comes flying over.
she says wheeee! she says the hand is eating the animals! she says
it’s snack time. we wish we could eat together but we can’t
because we don’t have stomachs or mouths that open. I think how are we talking
to each other?
and suddenly we can’t talk anymore. because I had that thought. I am so stupid!
I miss talking to my best friend. but we can’t do it anymore.
so we lie on the shag and stare up at the sky. it is white.
we would hold hands if we could but we can’t because they are still plastic. we
watch
a big hand waft over us. we watch it wave and we don’t wave back cause we can’t.
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Juliet Gelfman-Randazzo is an MFA candidate at Rutgers University-Camden,
where she has recently written about tattooing, mediums, and trees. Her poetry
and essays appear or are forthcoming in HAD, Bedfellows Magazine, dirt child,
Hot Pink Mag, seasons of des pair quarterly, and Peace on Earth Review, among
others. Her audio pieces have aired on NPR, KQED, the City Arts & Lectures
podcast, and The Kitchen Sisters Present podcast. She also makes clothes and
objects like clothes, but not quite.
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WHEN YOU GO, CAN YOU BRING ME
BACK A HANDFUL OF RAIN?
Aida Muratoglu
I.
The lust for meaning as the world ends?
Astonishing. Like the hunger for it
embarrassing almost.
Need for language,
closeness,
diets still.
Our air smells like rabbits now:
their fur fresh, eyes wide,
lips tucking.
Don’t mind the
sparrows at early morning,
their tiny feet jaunting the rooftops.
II.
The up of our buildings,
down of our meals,
inside wide of the water pouring out
of faucets.
It’s the same water as it is was is
onwards, forever.
Sappho licked the bathwater,
June Jordan swam in the water for tea,
Mick Jagger breathed the riverwater
(it washed his hair the single
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time he washed his hair
in the entire decade of the 70s).
III.
Snow in the park,
Hank in his snowsuit at the
playground that Anzia has
their first memories at.
My neck growing sore from his
two year old weight on my
shoulders. A real snowstorm
in the northeast in January.
A cold day, long johns day.
IV.
It rains. Margery Kempe rain.
The rain that fell into her spine
as she fucked Jesus
on their way to Bethlehem—
Mary watching.
God, too.
Rain that spins and turns
on sidewalks and into gutters
who in my neighborhood cold
in these freezing nights?
V.
Misty meaning
Misted meaning
Curled and relentless meaning
The touching of the water
The torching of the linens
The weaving of the garlands
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In the forest—
sex under trees, pine needles in pussy.
All that water. Rain.

AIDA MURATOGLU is a poet and essayist living in Brooklyn, NY, whose work has
previously appeared in or is forthcoming from pan-pan press, Hot Pink Mag, the
Lavender Review, and the Critical Flame.
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DIASPORA – A SPIRAL
M.R. "Chibbi" Orduña

I visited the temples of Tenochtitlan
when I was 8 & all I got
was this lousy Imposter Syndrome
& I have never felt more like a tourist
as when taxied in the streets of my birthplace
unable to have a conversation
without tripping into the borrowed currency
of a colonizer’s language harboring
a bloated throat behind this port of entry
a hundred skies away
from mis abuelos
& I am suffocated
by the realization
there is so much of me
foreign & undiscovered
how Cortés of me
to gleam the riches of a culture
& call them mine without a single callous
& I am little brown boy wishing he were browner
little brown boy güero despite the black curly hair
& am I loved
in a country that hates where I’m from
& am I hated
in a country my parents abandoned
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am I the X in LatinX—the variable
always trying to be solved
I want nothing more
than to be a Carretero in Oaxaca
instead of an Orduña in Texas
rejecting the American
manipulation of my Mexican
two first names too cumbersome
for people to hold them holy–I am
becoming what is most convenient
for the people & leaving behind la gente
& when we meet again how will I look
my ancestors en el alma
& not feel like I’m breaking
into their afterlife
& in their afterlife
I feel like I’m breaking
el alma de mis ancestros
& how will I look when I meet
la gente & leave behind the people
that were most convenient becoming
who I am—too holy to hold for people
too cumbersome to be named
my Mexican manipulated by
American rejection
of Orduña–Spain conquering Texas
of a carretero’s labor in Oaxaca
& I want nothing more
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than to be solved instead of
a variable–the X in Latinx
abandoned by a country
my parents loved
hated in a country that loves
where I’m from
but not me—little brown boy curled in the privilege of being güero
& I am little brown boy wishing brown didn’t feel broken
& calloused from every single call to make mine
a culture & all the riches it gleams
& can I Cortés what I’ve learned & become
less foreign & discover
there is so much
of me realized &
suffocated
& mis abuelos
a hundred skies away
were the port of entry this bloated throat
harbored their language before the colonizers
tripped into the borrowed currency
of a conversation
about birthplace–how we are taxied
like tourists into places where we have never felt
like anything less than a lousy imposter
when I was 8
I visited the temples of Tenochtitlan
& in the temples of Tenochtitlan I am
a tourist in the afterlife breaking
any lousy imposter I was
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el alma de mis ancestros
in the streets of my birthplace, taxied
into a conversation with la gente
leaving behind the people that are tripping
into the borrowed currency of what is most convenient
I am holy on hold, harboring a colonizer’s language
too cumbersome for people with two first names
& a bloated throat manipulating a port of entry
across a hundred skies into my Mexican American
learning of mis abuelos—Texas—Orduña—Oaxaca—
Carretero—all suffocated by the realization
that there is so much of me I want
to try to solve
the foreign & undiscovered
how variable of me
to Cortés the riches of a culture
call them callouses mine
& I am little brown boy & güero
the ex in ex-Latine, abandoning his parent
country, hating his black curly hair
& where I am from           am I loved
& where am I
from
in              a country where I am
from a country in love
am I
loved where I am
can I love
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a country I hate
am I
loved where I am from
can I hate where I am
& love
a country that hates
I am loved
where I am
loved
where I am
a country
in love
I love
where I am
from
& am I loved
where I am from
where
am I loved
in a hated country
I
Love
where
I am
loved
can I
love
am I
loved
I
am
love
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M.R. “CHIBBI” ORDUÑA is a Mexican-born, Texas-raised queer poet and spoken
word artist, Editor in Chief of The Mixtape Literary Magazine, and director and cohost of the Words and Shit video podcast. He has self-published 2 books, was a
finalist for the 2021 Wax Nine Chapbook Competition, and is the co-editor of the
anthology Contra: Texas Poets Speak Out (Flowersong Press, 2020). His work has
appeared or is forthcoming in The Texas Review, Waxwing, Los Angeles Poet
Society, Allium, Cosmonauts Avenue, The Acentos Review, The Latino Book
Review Magazine, Buzzfeed, we are mitú, Button Poetry, Write About Now, and
elsewhere. He travels the country performing his work in hopes that audiences
feel empowered to embrace their identity, each other, and share their stories. You
can find him on IG @gemineyes and on Twitter @gemineyespoetry.
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EGG
AM Ringwalt

Not knowing how to not be in my body,
not knowing how to write with death rehatching—
molasses-veil, headlights’ snow.

I’m not in my body in the way I knew before:
shell’s curve, shatter shy. I’m not in my
body
in the way I knew before: missing the knife
to my neck as I spiraled toward sleep.

Here, you should see me
in a darkened room, spotlight on my skin.
Here, you should see me in prism,
see me seeing double.

I hold a headlight to my gut. I hold a headlight
to my gut. I hold a headlight to my gut
and find an egg, translucent,
gelatinous tears flicker-enclosing:

bonsai,
grass at dusk,
a stranger’s hand.
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This is a theater. This is a theater:
the fear of not knowing whose hand
is inside me, if I let it, if I loved it.
This is a theater:

I hold a headlight to my gut. Are you beside yourself?
I sit beside myself.
I’m a body in the water. I’m a body in the water.
I turn my eyes toward montage:
bonsai in a vat,
eggs twitching in grass,
the hand re-entering my field
as sister, child,
oh—
I hold her in my vision.

AM RINGWALT is a writer and musician. The author of The Wheel (Spuyten
Duyvil), her work appears in Annulet, Black Warrior Review, and Bennington
Review. Summer Angel, her fourth LP, will release June 17 via Dear Life Records.
What Floods, her book-length poem, is forthcoming from Inside the Castle.
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2 POEMS
Evan Nicholls

What a Shot
The other night we looked up and the moon was a box. Then dad appeared from
behind the shed cradling his shotgun. He said: ‘I did that!’ We said: ‘No way.’ So he
called us a bad name. ‘You would not bat an eye if I was the U.S. government!’
Now the moon has right angles. Now the moon is a wrong peg. Now the moon
resembles one of those watermelons from Japan. Now every night the moon begs
us to have a little faith.

Back from the War
How your lover
returns
your gaze like
they are taking aim.
How your lover falls
on every step.
How at night, your lover
guzzles the dead
butterflies from a rain boot.
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EVAN NICHOLLS is a poet and collage artist from Virginia. His chapbook of
poems and collages, Holy Smokes, is available from Ghost City Press. Find more of
his work at enicholls.com.
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HANS ZIMMER’S PHONES
Jeffrey Hecker

Hans Zimmer’s phone with four cameras can’t accomplish
what you need.
Hans can show you from all angles except what you see.
What Hans really asks from a four-camera phone is how
you see Hans taking
your likeness. Hans Zimmer’s phone with five cameras
he named Concave Pentagon. Lost in Quedlinburg,
two photos restored: these two. I know. We don’t know
what they are either. Three women thought packed snow,
though it never got cold enough in 2020 and all now dead.
Hans Zimmer’s phone with six cameras (coming next year)
vows to show skin cells flying off your arms as you walk,
Demodex mites feeding on follicles. Your shed eyelashes
certainly bitten.
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JEFFREY HECKER is the author of Rumble Seat (San Francisco Bay Press, 2011) &
the chapbooks Hornbook (Horse Less Press, 2012), Instructions for the Orgy
(Sunnyoutside Press, 2013), Before He Let Them Guide Sleigh (ShirtPocket Press,
2013) & Ark Aft (The Magnificent Field, 2020). Recent work has appeared in Posit,
The Laurel Review, LEVELER, decomP, Entropy, BOAAT, Dream Pop Journal, &
DELUGE. He holds a degree from Old Dominion University. He’s a fourthgeneration Hawaiian American and he currently resides in Norfolk, Virginia,
where he teaches at The Muse Writers Center.
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WE HAVE GONE INTO THE LIGHT
WHERE NO FARMGRRL HAS EVER
BEEN
Brandi George

We have gone into the light where no farmgrrl has ever been we
have gone into the light into the mouths of horses into fire-breathing
mouths of trumpets the sound of fluttering wingless shadows
our body has gone into the light & there we are an abyss without color
falling patchwork gardens past gates of fire
into where dreams form in birth clouds in corpse fire
gunfire all our violence a shadow cast over angels
gathering dream orbs carefully with silkworm fingers &
placing them into the mouths of dragons into the mouths of horses
without hurrying they turn to us & form a circle their gowns of lavender pink
iridescent pills of light on threadbare garments
all our dirt abuse pain they pluck from us like eyebrow hairs
each one carried gingerly with glowing silkworm fingers
*
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The gate closes with us inside a jungle of light
hair by hair where angels pick off our decay
after many days
the angels leave us

after many nights
a pure silkworm

when we ask “hello?” a chair appears
& clothes
         bell bottoms
a Tori Amos shirt
butterfly hair pins          all of which we put on slowly
twirling the sides of our long hair
into horn-buns
“socks?”
fuzzy pink slippers appear
now that we’re dressed we can ask questions
“where am I? what is this place?”
but as we take our first step onto the road of light
we’re suddenly back in our bedroom
with CD cases Nine Inch Nails Korn Metallica scattered
black dresses fishnets gothic crosses platform boots
toast plates & cups
fine angels          fine
we’ll clean it first
*
Q&A with Death (written in lipstick):
What swirls inside a hornet’s stinger? SONG
who worms the wayward flight of doves? GALE
are houseflies riddles locked in frog skin? WRONG
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what stocks the earth’s apothecary? VEIL
what drums inside a horse’s hooves? LIGHT
why do our mother’s eyebrows knit? HELL
               where dreamless does their conjure go? BLIGHT
               are souls a silly superstition? CELL
               where sleeps eternal afterglow? STINGER
               what’s mown inside the summer grass? GOD
               are you our sister sister sister? SISTER
               why faces upturned fragile wonder? SOD
               why are our questions honest crushed? THE SEA
               what chaos whispers every hollow? HYPHAE
*
When our bedroom is clean (except for the lipstick) we dissolve
into Christ’s brown eyes & the portal of angels’ trumpets
taped to the ceiling
wearing our mother’s lingerie
all leaf-green lace & eyes shut against the sight
of the washer & dryer
we turn our brain into a peony
full of ants            flames sewn onto our heels
Mycelium Emporex of Darkness               emerges from the mirror
*
We dance guitar-flung cosmic ruin
our feet interlace on vacuumed paths
we sunbeam            crucify
“take us with you”
They do not alter             do not break
Their stride & with a final twirl
we end up where we started
*
One afternoon we wake hungover
Mycelium Emporex of Darkness hovers
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“what’s Your name?” we ask
“demon or angel?”
demon demon angel angel
hellbeing skybeing ethereal
riddlebeing
we can’t make out Their answer
Their voice is wings beating
& rush of wind
we see Them
eyeflood clawfish
wavehorn fairytide
wonderterror    eyevagina
wingspark shadowrustle          mushroomfang
poisonopera       purple eyes with faces churning
unicorns caged inside Their
wonderterror                    Their see/sea

BRANDI GEORGE is the author of Gog (Black Lawrence Press, 2015) the play in
verse, Faun (Plays Inverse, 2019), and The Nameless (Kernpunkt Press,
forthcoming 2023). Her poems have recently appeared in American Poetry
Review, Fence, and Orion. She teaches writing at FSW in Fort Myers, Florida.
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THE HOLOCENE, WITH FIGURATIVE
LANGUAGE
Matthew Tuckner

Paige Lewis selected “The Holocene, with Figurative Language” for the 2022
Yellowwood Poetry Prize. They write, “After reading ‘The Holocene, with
Figurative Language’ a dozen times, I’ve come to the realization that it’s possible
to love each line of a poem equally. Every image is my favorite image. I can’t wait
for Yalobusha Review readers to discover this poem and experience similar
revelations.”

I blinked & nearly
missed it completely.
A skirmish under the overpass.
A film by Michelangelo Antonioni.
Green soda spilled from the window
of a yellow taxi.
Fire turned a forest into fire.
Mushrooms & duck fat congealed in a pan.
Toddlers talked back & forth
between two soup cans & a shoestring.
Rain bounced off the skylight.
God was a cracker we ate.
When it outraced a missile,
a falcon was tossed
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a frozen gerbil yanked
from a denim sack.
The Elk River gave us cancer.
Gum got stuck in the basil plant.
How else to describe it. We had underbites.
We wore big, black coats.
Somewhere along the way
the word for a little mouse
became the word for muscle
& I could finally carry
the air conditioner up the stairs.

MATTHEW TUCKNER is a writer from New York. He is currently an MFA
candidate in Creative Writing at NYU where he is Poetry Editor of Washington
Square Review and teaches in the Undergraduate Writing Program. He is the
recipient of a University Prize from the Academy of American Poets, and was a
finalist for the inaugural Prufer Poetry Prize. His poems have appeared or are
forthcoming in 32 Poems , Colorado Review , Pleiades , Nashville Review , The
Missouri Review , Bennington Review , Bat City Review , Image , New Ohio Review ,
Poetry Northwest , and The Massachusetts Review , among others.
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